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Abstract: In recent years, reagentless aptamer biosensors, named aptasensors, have shown significant advancements. Particularly, electrochemical aptasensors could change the field of biosensors in this era, where digitalization seems to be a common goal of many fields. Biomedical devices are integrating electronic technologies for detecting pathogens, biomolecules, small molecules, and ions, and the physical-chemical properties of nucleic acid aptamers makes them very interesting for these devices. Aptamers can be easily synthesized and functionalized with functional groups for immobilization and with redox chemical groups that allow for the conversion of molecular interactions into electrical signals. Furthermore, non-labeled aptamers have also been utilized. This review presents the current challenges involved in aptasensor architectures based on gold electrodes as transducers.
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1. Introduction

Biosensors are devices that facilitate the specific detection of analytes and produce detectable signals, correlating the presence of a target analyte such as proteins, DNA, glucose, cholesterol, toxins, hormones, bacteria, etc. Significant advances have been made in several areas of electrochemical biosensor design. Although a handful of biosensor solutions have successfully made a transition from laboratory benchtop to portable point-of-care devices, the sensitivity and selectivity of most electrochemical biosensors are not satisfactory. Contributions from electronics, biology, physics, chemistry, and materials science are enabling the advance of the biosensor field. In general, biosensors must quantify, identify, or characterize a biologically derived sample. The major challenges for the biosensor industry are the robustness, accuracy, and manufacture of cost-effective devices; yet, in recent years, this field has experienced continuous improvement.

Before developing a biosensor for commercial purposes, it is important to consider the analytical task and the specification requirements, such as sampling and sample preparation, type and concentration range of the analyte, composition of the sample matrix, background noise, regulations for the final application, and cost of the device. Normally, a biosensor is manufactured to be small and to be deployed in the field where samples cannot be processed as accurately as in a central
laboratory. A good affinity-based biosensor must be developed to facilitate the binding of a probe to a specific target analyte and must produce a measurable signal that correlates with the presence of the analyte. Among the various signal readout options of biosensors, fluorescence and electrochemical-based devices are the most widely studied systems. Whereas optical detection methods have historically dominated new devices, electrochemical methods have several advantages, including the development of reagent-free detection applications. In this review, we focus on the latter due to their high impact on the digital world and the development of point-of-care (POC) devices and lab on-chip systems.

Potential probes for commercial electrochemical affinity-based biosensors include enzymes (e.g., oxidoreductases) and DNA molecules for genomic analysis and DNA or RNA aptamers for capturing target analytes. Many commercial devices employ enzymes, particularly glucose detectors in diabetic patients, representing approximately 85% of the biosensor market[1]. The glucose sensor was introduced in 1962 and has a long research record[2]. However, the discovery of new probes for electrochemical biosensors with excellent specificity and sensitivity to capture and detect target molecules other than glucose remains a challenge.

While enzymes have high selectivity for their substrates, they possess several disadvantages that affect the electron transfer efficiency—1) they are large molecules, 2) the active site is usually deeply buried, affecting the electron transfer, and 3) they have a limited shelf life. To overcome these problems, efforts are dedicated to finding enzyme immobilization procedures and protein engineering in order to improve the electron transfer efficiency of enzymes. While solutions to these problems are solved case by case, the discovery of novel molecules for biosensors should be done in a systematic way compatible with high-throughput procedures. For example, several technologies have been developed in the field of drug discovery based on high parallelism processes for the interrogation of thousands to millions of molecules in a cost-effective timeframe. Hence, there is still a great opportunity in the biosensor field for better technologies that could detect a larger number of molecules with more specificity and bring novel assays to the clinic, and this demand can be readily approached with the aptamer technology. Aptamer-based biosensor technology is the fastest-growing aptamer field, and it promises to continuously produce novel clinical or companion drug diagnostic and personalized theranostic assays.

Aptamers are short single-stranded oligonucleotide molecules (ssDNA or ssRNA) with the ability to fold in a stable three-dimensional structure that allows them to interact sterically and through electrostatic interactions with a target molecule. In general, they are 15 to 80 nucleotides long. Aptamers are identified from synthetic ssDNA or ssRNA libraries through a process termed systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX)[3]. Aptamers were discovered 29 years ago, and since then, they have received extensive attention. So far, the accumulated data on aptamer functionality have demonstrated that protein molecules (e.g., enzymes and antibodies) are no longer the only entities that may be developed to bind to targets with high affinity and specificity. Aptamers have exceptional advantages—1) they are chemically synthesized by solid-phase technology, which renders large-scale production cost-effective and confers reproducibility among different batches when compared to biological molecules, 2) they withstand long-term shelf storage at room temperature while preserving their activity, 3) it is easy to perform controlled modification, and 4) they have a high flexible structure, which renders ideal molecules for electrochemical biosensors[4].

To create an aptamer electrochemical biosensor, it is important to choose a conductive physicochemical transducer and, in some cases, to label the aptamer with good redox chemistry. Depending on the properties of the semiconductor, it will be necessary to follow a strategy to immobilize the nucleic acids onto the surface of the electrode. The most common electrode material for electrochemical nucleic acid sensors is gold, though other metals have been used as well. Gold electrodes have the advantage that thiol-modified aptamers and nucleic acids can be immobilized with a simple physisorption procedure.

Although therapeutic aptamer developments are facing skepticism[5], it is in the field of biosensors that aptamers could maximize their potential, and original research reports are showing
how aptamers can be used to provide novel diagnostic solutions. However, in our opinion, there are still several limitations that aptamer electrochemical-based biosensors need to overcome, including the development of a systematic aptamer discovery process for biosensors, chemisorption of molecules on the conductive surface, quality of the semiconductor material, and improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio.

While many aspects of aptamers and their potential uses have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [4,6–9], this review is focused on the current limitations, which challenge the development of aptamer electrochemical-based biosensors, and the sensor architectures that have been developed so far.

2. Aptamer Selection for Electrochemical Biosensing Devices

One of the most promising features of aptamers is their potential for the development of reagentless electrochemical sensors. An interaction between an aptamer and its target molecule can be continuously monitored with the appropriate aptamer modification. However, one major problem is the lack of a reliable process to obtain aptamers to be specifically used in electrochemical sensors.

Combinatorial chemistry is an important technology for the biotechnological and pharmaceutical industries and for research laboratories to discover new compounds with useful activities. It is characterized by the synthesis of large searchable libraries of related compounds for rapid identification and isolation of functional molecules.

Nucleic acids have become attractive compounds for combinatorial strategies because complex libraries of random sequence oligonucleotides comprising approximately $10^{15}$ different molecules can be produced by solid-phase chemical synthesis. SELEX and its variations [4] are the most widely used methodologies for interrogating this complex library. This methodology involves the progressive selection of aptamers by an iterative process where a synthetic library of aptamers is incubated with a target molecule of interest. The aptamer molecules binding to the target molecule are eluted from non-binding molecules by a user-defined partitioning methodology. The eluted species are then amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique, generating an enriched aptamer library with molecules that bind to some extent to the target of interest. This process is repeated as many times as necessary (usually 8–15 rounds) until aptamers with the desired properties are selected. While the described process seems to be easy to apply, this is far from simple [5] and it gets more complex when aptamers must be selected as a probe for an electrochemical sensor. In many electrochemical sensors, aptamers might need to be modified with at least an anchoring chemical group for surface immobilization and a redox-active dye to generate a measurable signal. Unfortunately, both modifications are not compatible with the SELEX process. At present, the PCR technique makes use of enzymes that are not able to recognize and incorporate modified nucleotides for surface anchoring or monomers containing redox chemical groups in the newly synthesized strand. Even if a recombinant enzyme capable of incorporating such modifications is obtained, it will be challenging to add these modifications in the correct position in the aptamer sequences. Hence, the aptamers, obtained through SELEX, that showed optimal activity during the selection process might lose their activity after the subsequent modifications for their use in an aptasensor device.

Without the development of an aptamer selection process designed specifically to obtain molecules for electrochemical biosensors, the field of biosensors will continue to grow slowly and making improvements case by case. However, among all the possible electrochemical probes, aptamers are unique because libraries of nucleic acids can be synthesized in-situ with solid-phase synthesizers in predefined locations on different solid supports and with extensive modifications [10–12], thus enabling non-SELEX procedures for aptamer identification. Re-engineering of aptamers obtained through SELEX is currently the most widely used methodology to adapt aptamers obtained in solution in a surface-attached signal transducer.
3. Immobilization of Aptamers onto Semiconductors

The most common electrode material for an electrochemical nucleic acid sensor is gold. However, other metals, carbon, and certain semiconductors have been used as well. Gold is of special interest for the biosensor field, since thiol-modified aptamers can be immobilized via simple chemisorption on this surface [13]. Whereas this immobilizing technique has become very popular, special care must be taken due to the adsorption of natural oligonucleotides on gold, which can dramatically affect the orientation and folding of the aptamers [13,14].

The DNA–gold interaction is governed by a number of non-covalent forces including electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic forces, and specific bonding between the chemical groups of purine and pyrimidine rings of the DNA bases and gold [14]. In addition, the absorption kinetics of DNA on gold is also dependent on other conditions such as pH or buffer composition [15]. These factors influence the immobilization process, and many efforts are being made to understand the nature of DNA-gold interactions.

Thiolated single-stranded DNA (HS-ssDNA) forms a compact layer over bare-gold, possibly due to the multiple contacts between DNA bases and the gold surface [16]. However, when the surface is treated with alkanethiols, such as 6-mercaptohexanol (MCH), HS-ssDNA shows an extended configuration rendering the probe accessible to its target molecule.

The salt concentration and pH of the solution can also alter the efficiency of ssDNA absorption. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of HS-ssDNA are typically made at low pH and high concentration of salt [13,17]. Jiang et al. suggested that, at low pH, the adenine and cytosine bases are protonated, facilitating the binding to the gold surface due to a reduction in the repulsion forces between DNA and the gold surface. Dehydration of DNA bases at low pH may increase the short-range DNA-gold hydrophobic interactions [15]. On the other hand, Herne showed that a maximum HS-ssDNA coverage is achieved when using over 0.4M KH2PO4, suggesting that ionic strength reduces the electrostatic repulsion between DNA strands in solution.

The DNA sequence [18] and length [19] also add complexity to the immobilization process. The first, and more obvious observation, is that sequence and length determine the structural flexibility of the aptamer. Therefore, aptamer conformation can expose either its bases or its negatively charged backbone.

Among the four natural nucleobases, thymine showed the lowest binding strength on gold surfaces in thermal desorption assays [20]. Demers showed that nucleobases desorb in the order T < C < A < G, which supports the empirical evidence that poly (T) absorbs more weakly on gold surface than poly (A) oligonucleotides [21]. Moreover, Kimura-Suda showed that the binding strength of poly (A) molecules to gold surfaces is strong enough to denature dsDNA molecules composed of poly (A) oligonucleotides and their complementary poly (T) strand. To increase the stability of HS-DNA on gold surfaces, oligonucleotides carrying three thiol groups have been developed [22].

Although chemisorption via metal-sulphur has proven to be a good method for attaching DNA molecules to gold, passivation with an alkanethiol is commonly used to reduce interactions between the gold surface and chemical groups of the oligonucleotide other than the DNA-thiol group. However, care must be taken to reduce the instability of this type of monolayers, which can show some sensitivity to buffers, enzymes, and changes in temperature and air [23–26]. The alkanethiol MCH is broadly used to displace non-specific binding of single-stranded DNAs from gold and to functionalize the surface with DNAs containing thiol end groups. MCH works by blocking nonspecific contacts between DNA backbone and the gold surface [16]. Schlenoff analyzed desorption of an octadecanethiol by increasing the temperature gradually and showed a 50% loss at 160 °C. They also showed that exposing the monolayer to a piranha solution for ten minutes was enough to remove more than 98% of the alkanethiol. Moreover, Schoenfisch provided further insight into the alkanethiol SAM structure upon air exposure and contributed with more data to evaluate the shelf-storage of alkanethiols SAM-functionalized gold surfaces. In addition, the formation of alkanethiols SAMs is also dependent of the cleanliness and structure of gold [27].
4. Nano- and Microelectrodes

Miniaturization and the need for high-throughput analytical assays are pushing the development of electrochemical sensing technologies using micro- and nanoelectrodes. Miniaturization of electrodes helps to reduce the undesired effects of the ohmic drop, decreases sample consumption, allows for high mass transport density, reduces the double layer capacitance, enhances the signal-noise ratio, and might facilitate the measurement of samples in low-ionic strength solutions. However, while the background currents resulting from the charging and discharging of the electrode-electrolyte interface are reduced, the amount of signal is reduced as well. In addition, when using multi-electrode arrays, diffusion layers begin to overlap, generating a crosstalk effect among electrodes. Electrochemical laboratories normally use large electrodes with diameters in the millimeter scale, but micro- and nanoelectrodes are designed with a diameter below 100 μm. Micro- and nano electrodes become very useful when a high parallelism of analysis is needed and when a low sample volume is required. While aspects regarded to nanoelectrodes physical properties, fabrication and advancements in analytical instrumentation have been reviewed elsewhere [28–30], many efforts are oriented to enhance electrode signal using novel redox molecules or improving experimental procedures.

In most cases, reagentless aptamer electrochemical biosensors use probes modified or labeled with a redox molecule such as Methylene blue (MB) and Ferrocene [31,32]. These approaches rely on the conformational change that an aptamer suffers upon target binding. Changes in the folding of the aptamer modify the electron transfer efficiency between the redox-tag and the electrode surface. However, many laboratories exploit the intrinsic property of MB to bind to dsDNA via intercalation [33].

To tackle the problem of low signals in micro/nanoelectrodes, it is necessary to build more sensitive electronics [28] or develop better signal sources. Following the latter, Bonnet and coworkers [34], developed a probe bearing three MB molecules that can be coupled into a DNA strand during standard solid-phase synthesis. This novel poly-MB probe was used to detect bacteria in a sandwich assay using gold nanoparticles and microorganisms captured on magnetic beads. Although no aptasensor was used in this work, we consider the poly-MB an original solution to overcome the low signal problem in nano- or microelectrodes devices.

Another simple experimental procedure to enhance the signal from microelectrodes came from the work of Juan Liu et al., which suggested that dissolved oxygen interfered with electrochemical analysis over microelectrodes even when a highly sensitive potentiostat is used and showed that a better signal was obtained when the buffers were deoxygenated with nitrogen [35]. It is worth to mention that among electrochemists is very common to degass the buffers with an inert gas, but the effect of oxygen on microelectrode aptasensors was not previously assayed.

5. Aptasensor Electrochemistry Architectures

The ability of aptamers to detect an analyte has been tested in a variety of sensing technologies, including optical, enzymatic, and electrochemical approaches. For the purpose of this review, we will limit our discussion to the advancement in the field of electrochemical sensors using planar gold electrodes. Table 1 summarizes the pioneering works reviewed below that have led to the current sensor architectures in continuous improvement.
Table 1. Aptasensor architectures described in this review. MB: Methylene blue, Fc: Ferrocene, HRP: horse radish peroxidase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Transducer</th>
<th>Detection Mode</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human α Thrombin</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 1.6 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Thrombin</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Thrombin</td>
<td>Hemin</td>
<td>Au, 2 mm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>GQ-Hemin</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Thrombin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biometallization</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 1 mm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>Au, 2 mm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Strand Displacement</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>Au, 1 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Cation Modulated</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCRF-CEM acute leukemia cells</td>
<td>Free K₃Fe(CN)₆</td>
<td>Au, 2 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Electrotransfer resistance</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aflatoxin M1</td>
<td>Free K₃Fe(CN)₆</td>
<td>Au, 4 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Electrotransfer resistance</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Electrodeposition</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 5 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doxorubicin</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Continuous real-time</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP (a), Tobramycin (b)</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 25 μm</td>
<td>ON (a), Off (b)</td>
<td>Electrodeposition</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HepG2</td>
<td>HRP – Hemin</td>
<td>Au, 3 mm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>GQ-Hemin</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampicillin</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 2 mm</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Strand Displacement</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-reactive protein</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. anthracis spores</td>
<td>Free K₃Fe(CN)₆</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrotransfer resistance</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemagglutinin</td>
<td>Hemin</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>GQ-Hemin</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-tryptophan</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 3 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luteinising hormone</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Au, 1 mm</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard architecture (Figure 1) includes the anti-thrombin aptamer, one of the most widely studied aptamers, discovered in 1992 [55], to modulate blood coagulation. Based on the sequence of the thrombin aptamer, Xiao et al. built an aptasensor by attaching an MB moiety to the DNA aptamer [36]. This aptamer adopted a G-quartet conformation, which was necessary for thrombin binding. Xiao also showed that the aptasensor was able to detect 64nM of thrombin in a simple saline buffer and calf serum using a 1.6 mm diameter gold electrode. Upon thrombin binding, the current was significantly reduced where the maximum and minimum current peaks were observed in the nanoampere range. The aptasensor showed a linear dynamic range (LDR) from 6.4 nM to 768 nM, whereas normal thrombin concentration in serum is around 1.3 micromolar. Rade et al. reported a similar aptasensor using an aptamer labeled with a ferrocene redox molecule and with a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.5 nM. However, in this work, the result of thrombin binding to its aptamer was an on-signal, possibly due to the shorter sequence used to build the sensor [37]. A more sensitive thrombin aptasensor was developed by Liu et al. using a sandwich assay with two thrombin aptamers [56]. In this report, an ethynylferrocene aptamer was responsible for generating an on-signal reaching a LOD of 84 μM using 2 mm diameter gold electrodes and measuring currents in the microampere order.

In order to build a rapid cocaine detection process, Baker et al. made an electrochemical aptasensor based on an aptamer published in 2001 [40,57]. They were able to detect up to 90 μM of cocaine using 1 mm-diameter gold electrodes and measured currents in the nanoampere range. In addition, they also detected cocaine in adulterated samples often used to mask or cut cocaine. Although ligand-receptor physical-chemical properties are important, other important aspects of biosensors, including packing density and alternate current (AC) signal, affect their performance and need to be studied. White et al. observed a six-fold signal enhancement when the molecular crowding over the electrode was reduced [58]. By contrast, the effect of AC frequency did not show a significant
impact on the sensor performance. In addition, they analyzed the sensor performance using alkanethiols of different lengths, which generate monolayers of different thicknesses, and they observed a better performance with the thickest monolayer. This observation supports a previous report aimed mainly at understanding the effects of monolayer thickness on electrochemical signals [59]. These standard aptasensor architectures were also used to detect the cytokine tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) [46] with a LOD of 10 ng/mL in whole blood, c-reactive protein [50] with a LDR from 1 to 100 pM, L-tryptophan [53] with a LDR from 0.1 to 10 mM, and luteinizing hormone with a LDR between 5 to 500 nM [54].

An ATP-specific aptamer discovered in solution [60] was also adapted to an electrochemical aptasensor [41]. This aptamer was modified with a 3’ thiol group and 5’ ferrocene (Fc) group for immobilization and detection, respectively, using a 2 mm diameter gold electrode. Interestingly, Zuo et al. employed an ATP-specific aptamer hybridized with its complementary DNA sequence, which placed the Fc moiety far from the gold electrode. Upon ATP binding, the denatured duplex displaced the complementary strand of the aptamer, followed by a conformational change of the aptamer, which placed the ferrocene closer to the electrode surface, generating an on-signal current. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the strand displacement architecture. A similar approach was used by Lu et al., though it differed in that the Fc moiety was attached to the complementary strand of the aptamer [61]. They obtained an LDR from 10 to 80 nM in 1.6 mm diameter gold electrodes. While the complementary DNA was attached to the surface through a thiol group, the aptamer was not. Hence, upon ATP binding, the aptamer strand was displaced from its complementary sequence and washed out. This denaturation process induced a conformational change of the complementary DNA, which was tailor-made by the user to place the Fc molecule close to the electrode surface through a hairpin structure for electron transfer maximization. This concept was also exploited to detect ATP in rat brains using long concatemers based on one MB-labeled complementary DNA hybridized with two aptamers [62]. This work showed an ATP aptasensor with an LDR from 0.1 nM to 1 mM, using a 2 mm diameter gold electrode. Another aptasensor based on a similar approach was developed by Yu et al. to improve the signal gain and lower the limit of detection of an ampicillin-specific aptamer [49]. This aptasensor showed a LDR between 0.2 and 15,000 μM. Recently, Munzar and coworkers described a method for screening optimal aptamer-complementary strands based on the DNA microarray technology in order to improve strand displacement assays [63]. Interestingly, this work shows that complementary strands can enhance the binding activity of single stranded aptamers that were previously discovered in solution.

Many discovered aptamers contain guanine (G)-rich stretches that are able to self-assemble into a secondary structure called G-quadruplex (GQ) [64]. Monovalent cations, such as sodium and potassium, play an important role in stabilizing GQ structures. When DNA containing G-rich stretches is deprived of these cations, GQ secondary structures tend to disassemble. Mono- and divalent ions play an important role in single cells and multicellular organisms. Sensing devices for specific ions could unveil new molecular mechanisms of cells. Wu et al. exploited the cation-dependence of GQs to build a potassium sensor with a thiolated-DNA containing a G-rich stretch and a ferrocene group for electrochemical detection of the GQ disassembling upon potassium deprivation [42].

So far, the described aptasensors are based on the modulation of electron transfer efficiency between a transducer and an electroactive moiety linked to an oligonucleotide. However, other sensors have been developed to measure changes in the charge transfer resistance induced upon a target binding to a non-labeled aptamer (Figure 1). Accordingly, an aptasensor has been constructed for cancer diagnosis by exploiting specific biomarkers expressed on cancer-cell surfaces [43]. In this work, an aptamer selected against a cell line of human leukemic lymphoblasts (CCRF-CEM) in solution [65] was modified with a thiol group and assembled onto a gold electrode. Interestingly, the aptamer was not labeled with a redox molecule, since they took advantage of the insulating properties of cells and their effects on electron transfer of free Fe(CN)₆³⁻/⁴⁻ in solution. With this approach, they obtained an LDR from 1 × 10⁴ to 1 × 10⁷ cells/mL in a 2 mm diameter gold electrode. The electron transfer resistance strategy was also applied to develop an aptasensor against the
mycotoxin aflatoxin M1 [44]. In this work, a 4 mm diameter gold electrode was coated with streptavidin molecules and an aflatoxin-specific aptamer synthesized with a 3′ terminal biotin moiety for immobilization. Upon aflatoxin M1 binding, the aptasensor increased the electron transfer resistance between the dissolved K₃[Fe(CN)₆] in solution and the electrode surface. Pandey et al. showed an LDR between 1 to 10⁵ parts per trillion. A similar strategy was used to detect B. anthracis spores [51].

Biometallization (Figure 1) is another approach that could increase the sensitivity and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of aptasensors at the expense of greater labor for obtaining results [66]. Briefly, this process involves the use of a biotinylated aptamer and a streptavidin conjugated to an alkaline phosphatase enzyme (AP). A signal is obtained when an AP substrate is added to the enzyme and the product reduces metal ions in solution such as silver. Reduced silver is then deposited on the electrode surface, and a signal is obtained applying stripping voltammetry. Degefa et al. utilized biometallization using two thrombin-specific aptamer probes, one thiol-modified aptamer to form a monolayer over a 150 nm diameter gold electrode and a second biotin-labeled aptamer as a probe to bind a neutravidin-conjugated AP for electrochemical detection [39]. The two aptamers resulted in an aptamer–protein–aptamer sandwich, and the enzyme-labeled neutravidin was added for enzymatic deposition of silver ions and linear sweep voltammetric read-out signal. The AP enzyme allowed the conversion of p-aminophenyl phosphate to p-aminophenol, a compound that reduces silver ions and forms silver metal on the electrode surface and quinoimide as the result of p-aminophenol oxidation. Interestingly, with this small electrode, Degefa showed an LDR from 1 μM to 1 nM.
Another aptasensor architecture developed by Zhu et al. consisted of the electrodeposition of gold nanoparticles (Figure 1) over a gold screen-printed electrode to enhance the electrochemical detection of kanamycin [45]. Basically, self-assembled 2,5-di-(2-thienyl)-1H-pyrrole-1-(p-benzoic acid) (DPB)-gold nanoparticles (DPB-AuNP) were electrodeposited on a gold electrode, and an NH₂-modified aptamer selected to bind kanamycin was then covalently conjugated to the DPB-AuNP. This aptasensor showed an LDR up to 9 μM of kanamycin, the kanamycin also being the redox molecule. Similarly, Liu et al. electrodeposited dendritic gold nanostructures on 25 μm-diameter gold
microelectrodes in order to improve the sensitivity of these small transducers [35]. Small-scale electrodes offer many advantages in detriment of the surface available for electron transfer. Therefore, gold nanostructures were used to increase the transducer surface. In this work, Liu et al. challenged their aptasensor architecture with two aptamer targets, ATP, and the antibiotic tobramycin. Interestingly, they noted the interference of dissolved oxygen and suggested a deoxygenation procedure to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Without electrodepositing gold nanoparticles, Chen et al. developed an aptasensor using a dual gold nanoparticle conjugate in order to overcome the problem of sensitivity in conventional aptasensors [67]. Basically, they linked a first nanoparticle coated with a thiolated-oligonucleotide sequence hybridized to its complementary DNA sequence, which belonged to an ochratoxin A-specific aptamer. The addition of ochratoxin A denatured the DNA duplex, displacing the aptamer strand. Then, a second nanoparticle coated with a thio-Fc-modified DNA sequence complementary to the DNA strand on the first nanoparticle was added. With this architecture, Chen obtained an LDR from 0.001 to 500 ppb for ochratoxin A detection.

A continuous real-time aptasensor was proposed by Ferguson et al. to detect the chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin (DOX) in biological fluids [47]. The aptamer was conjugated to a gold surface through a thiol chemical group and the binding of DOX was detected through a MB moiety located at the terminal end of the aptamer. Microfluidic was adapted to this aptasensor in order to generate a continuous flow diffusion filter, which prevented blood cells and high molecular weight molecules to interfere with the aptasensor and allowed the molecules with high diffusivity, such as DOX, to reach the electrode. In a simple buffer, the aptasensor showed an LDR of 0.1 to 10 μM, and the authors were able to detect 0.3 μM of DOX in human whole blood, which is within the drug’s therapeutic range, using a technique that self-corrects signal drift. Sensor base-drift is an important source of inaccuracy when complex samples such as blood are analyzed, and efforts are being oriented to overcome base-drift problems for these types of aptasensors [68]. Using a dual redox reporter, Li et al. developed an aptasensor to correct the signal drift and detect cocaine, kanamycin, and DOX in whole blood. This approach relied on the use of aptamer probes modified with a MB reporter on the distal end of the oligonucleotide and an anthraquinone (AQ) reference reporter placed proximal to the electrode surface. In these sensors, the MB electron transfer efficiency was modulated by the aptamer conformation; by contrast, AQ electron transfer was independent of the aptamer’s conformation and was only affected by the molecular composition of its environment. In addition, MB and AQ potentials did not overlap, allowing both to be simultaneously monitored.

Another class of aptasensors was introduced by Shen el al., who took advantage of DNAzymes with peroxidase-like activity, which involves GQ-based structures bound to a hemin molecule [38]. This GQ-Hemin complex (Figure 1) was used for electrocatalysis reduction of hydrogen peroxidase (H2O2). In this work, a thrombin-specific aptamer was modified with a thiol group for anchoring onto a 2 mm diameter gold electrode, and a GQ motif was added for hemin complexing. Shen et al. observed a correlation between thrombin concentration and current upon H2O2 addition and obtained a LDR between 0.1nM and 1 μM. In a similar architecture, Sun et al. used the TLS11a aptamer that targets human liver hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HepG2) to create a sandwich-type aptasensor to detect cancer cells [48]. Their strategy involved the attachment of a thiolated-TLS11a aptamer onto a 3mm-diameter gold electrode, and gold nanoparticles were constructed for detection. These nanoparticles were covered with horse radish peroxidase (HRP) and the thiolated-TLS11a carrying a GQ for hemin binding. Both, the HRP and the DNAzyme, were used to amplify the electrochemical signal by reducing hydroquinone in the presence of H2O2. This aptasensor showed a LDR from 1 × 10² to 1 × 10⁷ cells/mL. An HRP-mimicked DNAzyme strategy was also used to detect hemagglutinin (HA) protein, one of the factors for transmitting the avian influenza virus from birds to humans [52]. Lee et al. combined gold nanoparticles with a three-way junction oligonucleotide (3WJ) to easily attach and detach specific properties. Thus, a thiol group, an HA-specific aptamer, and a GQ motif for hemin binding were added to the 3WJ. This aptasensor showed a LOD of 1 pM of HA.
Two important parameters characterizing an electrochemical aptasensor are the LDR and the LOD. These parameters are usually difficult to modulate and are associated primarily to the nature of an aptamer, making it difficult to optimize the aptasensor performance. To control these parameters, Schoukroun-Barnes et al. proposed a heterogenous aptasensor using several aptamers at different ratios but targeting equal targets with different affinities [69] to tune the dynamic range and the sensitivity of aptasensors.

6. Conclusions

In the last few years, we have witnessed novel developments in electrochemical biosensors and their translation from bench to commercial devices; however, a key is the lack of systematic screening technology to discover novel molecules for biosensing applications. Aptamers are an interesting class of oligonucleotides, larger than small molecules but smaller than antibodies, with specific binding affinities toward a variety of targets [64,70,71] Most aptamers show large conformation changes upon ligand binding, which makes them ideal molecules for electrochemical biosensing, and many original developments have been published by academic laboratories. In general, it is possible to classify the aptasensor architectures according to their different designs—1) Standard, 2) Strand Displacement, 3) Electrotransfer resistance, 4) Electrodeposition, 5) GQ-Hemin, 6) Continuous, 7) Real-time, and 8) Biometallization. However, commercialization of electrochemical biosensors has lagged behind academic output, probably due to technical barriers and cost-effective manufacturing methods. Some technical barriers include sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, reproducibility, and shelf life. Furthermore, cost-effective manufacturing methods include access to raw materials, variability among material batches and their effect on the device performance, and the compatibility of the sensing elements with standard electronic manufacturing procedures. Although many challenges must still be overcome, aptamers have great potential as probes for commercial electrochemical affinity-based biosensors.
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